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1.

a) Defrne logical error a1.rd compile-lime error giving two examples for each enor'

b) Define the terms a lgorithm, psetdo code 'and flowchdrt.

c) Draw a flowchart to the process ofdetermining prime numbers.

d) \\ritc aLr algorilhm Lo solve quadralic equrtioDb A qu,]dralh equation is an

equation of the form al + bx + c : 0, where 4, b, and c are given coefficients and 'x

is the unkrown.
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e) Evaluate each oflhe following expressions. Assume that in each case. a-13, b=6.

i. a-b+10*B
ii. (--a) / \+t^) +2
iii. a%b
iv. a? (a++)
v. (a++) (++a) // (b+1)

a .,lt.b' - +ac1



2.

a) Describe the uses ofbreak and continue statements.

b) Consider the following C++ code segment:

i, What is wrcng with the code segment?

ii. Give the output of the code segment.

iii. Convert the above for loop into a while foop.

o) Write a program in C++ to display the following pattem using loops.

i.

+inc]ude <iostrean>

int z=0;
int i, j;
int g=t 0;

for (1=1; i*<11, i++)
t

for (spaces=gr spaces>0; spaces--)
{

cout << " "
l

for (j=0r j<z+1; j++)
{

cout << "*";
]

cout << endfi
z-+1-;
g -i

)

]
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-3.

a)

b)

Wlat are the advaltages ofusing functions to modularize a pro

Write the following powerO function that retums x raised to the

cao be any integer:

double Power (doubl"e t, int P);

c) Write the following ,lts4rale, function that determines whether the given integer

is a square number:

int issquare (int n)

Write the foltowing function that

elements ofthe given aEay:

float min(float a[],i nt n);

Write a fukction declaratiot end function defnition for a function that conv€rls

seconds to minutes and seconds. If 129 seconds is the input passed in, 2 minutes

and 9 secondr should be the output.

retums the minimum value among the first n

Describe the functionalities of rcferchcing operator (&)
operator (*).

List the advantages and disadvantages of the pointe$
programming Language

\\hat is the output ofthe following program? Assume thal each integer occupies 4

bltes aod that m is stored in memory starting at byte 0x3 fffdo 0 '

#include<iostream. h>
void nain ( )

{
int n = 44;
int* p = &m'
int& r = m;
int n = (*p)++;
i',1* q = p - 1;
r=*{_-p)+1;
++*q i

cout<<m<<endl;
cout<<n<<end1;
cout<<&n<<end1;
cout<<*p<<end1;
cout<<*q<<end1;
cout<< rt

and dereferencing

in terms of C++



d) Declare a 'structure' for a student rccord consisting of the following fields:
name;
id;
subject 1 marks;
subject_2_marks;
(olal_marks.

write a program to keep rccords for 5 students including functions to do the
following task:
. Ins€rt the student' details (name, id, subject_1_marks, subject 2_marks)
. Ca.lculate the total marks for each student
. Display the students' details and total marks.


